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Meet our STAFF

Combustible Dust Update

Pontiff of Pipe, Doctor of Ductwork, Curt
Corum, also known as our Sales Manager has
been with us since Pope John Paul I and the
Ford administration. With many years of
experience Curt is the go to guy for any
ductwork related questions. Having not only
sold ducting for many years he started off
with an understanding of what is takes to
actually install a system. He spent his early
years installing with tools in hand, on ladders
and man lifts on many job sites.

Read two of the latest combustible dust
articles where staff of Air Handling Systems
has provided support.:

Curt has been recognized as an industry
leader in the field of dust and fume collection.
Sandor Nagyszalanczy, author of
Woodshop Dust Control, thanked Curt for
"kind and tireless help in educating him about
the technical aspects of dust collection
systems." Additionally, Rick Peters, author of
Controlling Dust in the Workshop, expressed
gratitude to Curt for providing product and
technical support and "especially for helping
with the designing systems chapter." Curt
served as technical advisor for the installation
of dust collection systems for both The New
Yankee Workshop television show hosted by
Norm Abram, and This Old House television
show. In addition to providing technical
support for several national trade publications,
Curt also serves as a technical moderator for
an online forum on Dust Collection, Plant
Maintenance and Safety for Woodweb, an
online source for woodworkers.
When not providing technical assistance with
ductwork, Curt, an avid sports fan, can be
found playing a round of golf or spending
evenings with his wife watching their son
perform on stage as a singer and songwriter.
Curt, the ductwork doctor, the go to guy is
always answering calls with a friendly, fun
greeting to new and old customers alike. Feel
free to reach Curt at 800-367-3828 x 102 or
email him at ccorum@airhand.com

Follow us via Social Media

Wood Industry Canada
Dust...Spark...Inferno
Combustible dust is a deadly wood-industry
hazard. Positive steps can help prevent
explosions from two sources: regulations and
fire. Click here to continue.
Wood & Wood Products
Preventing Wood Dust in the Plant
One of the most important things a
woodworking facility can do is engage in
housekeeping and fugitive dust control. If
underlying surface colors are not readily
discernible on your equipment, there could be
a dust deflagration hazard. Click here to
read latest combustible dust article by
Jamison Scott in March, Wood & Wood
Products.

Q&A with the Doctor of
Ductwork, Curt Corum
What do you do for dust
collection if...
...you purchase a five or seven head
moulder?
...you purchase an edgebander with nine dust
collection ports?
...you purchase a machine with a dust
collection hood that has a rectangular
opening?
...you purchase a CNC router with two side
by side dust collection ports?
...you purchase a machine with a metric collar
on dust collection hood?
...you need a specific hose for a sander,
moulder, or CNC router?
...you need a general purpose flexible hose
for typical floor machines such as table saw,
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jointer, or shaper?

What makes Air Handling
Systems the BEST Choice...
CLICK HERE here to download the TOP
reasons Air Handling Systems is better than
ALL other competitors.

...your blower has a rectangular discharge?
...your clean air return duct discharge is very
loud?
... you purchase a large sander with eight
dust collection ports?
Contact Air Handling Systems. We not only
manufacture dust collection piping. We
provide SOLUTIONS!
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